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We Are  Better
Together

Recently about 60 people were fortunate to spend the evening with

inspiring panelists, participants as well as Dr. Carol Campbell who

was our wonderful guest keynote for a networking dinner and

discussion that Learning Forward Ontario hosted on April 30th, 2019

at Winona Senior Public School in Toronto.  Sincere thanks to

Principal, Thelma Sambrook for hosting us.  

 

Our topic was how to continue to move learning forward in turbulent

times.  Our dynamic panelists included: Thelma Sambrook; Dianne

Riehl, Robert Iannuzzi, Jen Apgar and Jason To.

Some reflections on

learning

Before we can set out in a direction, we have to take

stock of where we are. This was the opening

sentiment to an evening of inspiration and

positivity.  Lead by Dr. Carol Campbell, our guest

speaker, as if synchronized in theme, the gathering

began with each panelist sharing their position,

situation and sense of place on the education

landscape. The presenters and participants ranged

from leaders in academia, to educators at the

provincial, board, system, school and classroom

level, all sharing vivid views from their vantage

points and the common threads of hope, respect,

honesty, and purpose. 

- Noa Daniel



There was a positive energy in the room

during the April 30th Learning Forward

Ontario event. Our mission is that 'every

educator engages in effective professional

learning - every day - so that every student

achieves'. This was reiterated and well

received by the participants who attended. 

- Jenni Donohoo

More reflections on

learning

The evening was a wonderful opportunity to

reflect on challenging times.  I left energized

and with an optimism that the leaders in our

education system will hold our students and

staff well as we move through uncertain times. 

Change can be worrisome, but can also be

times of opportunity. 

- Dawne Boersen

Engaging

Through Twitter
@LearningFwdOn #learnfwdON

Learning Forward Ontario’s Twitter channel will focus on connecting educators to

resources, conversations and networks related to coaching, facilitating and leading

professional learning. @LearningFwdOn will also promote resources and professional

learning opportunities that will also be posted on our website

www.learningforwardontario.ca.

With the start of @LearningFwdOn, Learning Forward Ontario has also

launched a monthly Twitter chat to promote discussions on topics and

issues related to supporting professional learning. 

 

Past topics have included: 

Momentum: How do we sustain improvement goals as leader? 

Direction: What is the direction of professional learning? and 

Impact: How do we measure/monitor the impact of our work? 

 

The topics and questions for each Twitter chat are intended to engage

educators in a variety of roles, and the chats have attracted classroom

teachers, professional learning facilitators and administrators



Twitter chats are the second Monday of each month. 

Each Twitter chat will feature guest hosts, educators who

are passionate and knowledgeable about the month’s topic,

to lead and spark discussion. 

 

Make plans to join us!

Upcoming Event: 

Jennifer Abrams

Join OPC and Learning Forward Ontario

in welcoming Jennifer to Ontario 

Date: August 20th, 2019 

Location: Richmond Green Secondary

School in Richmond Hill

Registration through –

www.learningforwardontario.ca

Early bird pricing of $125

(instead of $160) will continue

until mid-June.



An adapted voice lesson from author and

consultant, Jennifer Abrams written

March 1st, 2019 and shared by Learning

Forward Ontario with permission:

“My mother called me Sarah Bernhardt when I was ‘in a mood.’ I was a tad emotional as a

child. “Woe is me” was my ‘thing.’ I had a flair for the dramatic. Not much has changed. I just

learned several self-regulation strategies. And yet, the Y.B. Yeats line, “the centre cannot hold”

from The Second Coming keeps coming back to me against the backdrop of the ‘macro.’

 

In my ‘micro’ world, when I get ‘too too,’ I get metaphorical and feel that things are ‘coming

apart’ as well. My watch battery died. My dry cleaner went out of business. Someone came up

to me asking where I got my hair cut as her hairdresser retired. Hairdresser and retired in the

same sentence is a big deal! For me, and I imagine for many others, the little things have to be

taken care of so that when the big changes happen at least something is on solid ground.

 

And, we know things have been changing since the beginning. Heraclitus, the Greek

philosopher said, ‘Panta Rhei,’ which many of us have translated to ‘the only thing that is

constant is change.’ Yet still, with so much of it happening so often, change ain’t easy. David

Rock, one of my cognitive crushes and author of Your Brain at Work talks about a sense of

uncertainty creating a strong threat response in one’s brain and with it one’s ability to focus

on other things diminishes. Our brains don’t like uncertainty. For us it is a type of pain. Ouch.

 

Yet every day coaches and administrators push/encourage/cajole/demand that adults in

schools adapt, modify and accommodate. And, that isn’t wrong to ask of educators. It’s just

not easy. My ‘drama queen’ self is thinking that my dry cleaner going out of business really

messes up my routine. What would happen if I was asked to change up my whole unit

planning design or told that as of next year I needed to work with a co-teacher or move my

classroom or teach a new subject or grade level? Or become an advisor when I was used to

just teaching math, the subject I know and feel comfortable with? Or begin doing project-

based learning or blended teaching? It’s a lot! Again, moving in these directions isn’t wrong. It

just isn’t easy. John Vasconcellos, the former California State Senator, said of those who are

leading and asking others to move forward into a better future that “we must become both

hospice workers to support the peaceful dying and letting go of our traditional culture…, and

midwives to gently usher in our emerging culture…”

 

I share with the participants, the teacher leaders and administrators in my workshops, that I

bet they didn’t get into education to also become hospice workers and midwives, but as we

need to change for the betterment of our schools and the growth of our students, there are

times when we need to take on those roles as well. Change needs to take place. How can we

support each other as best we can through those changes?



Jennifer’s new book, Swimming in the Deep

End is available for order through Solution

Tree.  Solution Tree writes, “Cultivate the

foundational leadership skills you need to

enact effective organizational change for

school improvement. Utilize the four explored

skills to strategically plan school initiatives,

have critical conversations, respond to

resistance, and manage yourself through

change and resistance.”

I hope the book helps readers

beyond leading school

initiatives and assists them in

planning for and dealing with

change in whatever role they

are currently in.

- Jennifer Abrams

Join us for an event with Jennifer

Abrams on August 20, 2019.

 

Event and registration details at

learningforwardontario.ca



Sharing Our 

Learning:

by Deborah McCallum
Last week I had the privilege of presenting at the OAME math conference with my Principal of

student success, and learning alongside fellow content coaching team mates from SCDSB in

amazing sessions about math learning. This experience really deepened and honed my own

thinking about learning and math, that I will take back into my own practice as an Instruction

and Assessment Facilitator. As a result, I have been thinking very deeply about how we

engage in content coaching to improve the learning and achievement of students.

 

The design of our math programs needs to be more than just the content knowledge. This is

because math learning looks fundamentally different between students and educators. We all

know that all learners are different in every class, but the biggest differences exist between

how our educators and students think about the math. This is not just because educators

‘know more’. It is one thing for us as educators and leaders to have strong content knowledge,

but it is quite another to recognize that children have different knowledge structures in their

minds in their minds to begin with. It is not just about the quantity of knowledge in a child’s

mind, it is also about how they are thinking about and using that knowledge. If we are looking

more specifically at how students did in a math problem, it is not just enough for us to say that

students got it wrong because they didn’t study hard enough. We need to recognize that

students think about the math differently than educators. We need to harness this by building

Assessment-Capable classrooms, and harnessing the power of job-embedded content

coaching to develop deeper understandings of our students, and help our students develop

their own deeper understandings of themselves.

 

Leaders and coaches need to work closely with teachers to develop deep understandings of

how each individual learner interacts with, and understands the math. When we only teach

students facts and procedures then this will only be useful to students if they have the exact

situation to apply it in. But students need to understand more so that they can modify the facts

and procedures for new situations. When we can all work together to help students develop

deeper conceptual understandings, then they learn the facts and procedures in profound

ways that can transfer to other real-world settings.

 

Content coaches know much more than the content. As my principal said during our

presentation at OAME in Ottawa last week, anyone can learn the content. What is needed are

strong and positive relationship building skills, and I really believe this to be true because we

really need to work together to take deep dives into the inner workings of our students minds

before we can teach the content well



Learning Forward

Executive Director

Stephanie Hirsh

Stephanie will retire in 2019 after 31

years with Learning Forward, 11 of

those years leading the organization.

Stephanie shares her key takeaways on the present and future of professional learning in a

report found on the Learning Forward Website at: https://learningforward.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/02/4-cornerstones-for-download-1.pdf 

 

The ‘cornerstones’ for professional learning in the report align with what we are trying to

accomplish in Ontario (p. 11): 

 

Cornerstone #1 – Lead with equity – “Regardless of context, amplify your commitment to

ensuring each and every child has access to high-quality teaching and learning”.

 

Cornerstone #2 – Invest in team learning – “Develop your understanding of what

contributes to effective team learning and allocate resources to support it for all educators.

Participate in a learning team for your own ongoing growth.”

 

Cornerstone #3 – Leverage high-quality instructional materials – “Become familiar with the

research about the role of instructional materials in achieving ambitious goals for students”.

 

Cornerstone #4 – Advocate with evidence – “Stand up for professional learning and

strengthen the collective voice for the professional learning educators need”.

We thank Stephanie Hirsh for her leadership which has

had an international impact and wish her well in her

retirement!

Visit our website

learningforwardontario.ca


